FingerPro ID for TSC and Suprema RealScan G10
The perfect solution for expedited airport employee background screening.

Rapid Time to Response
FingerPRO ID for TSC can be configured for both electronic submission and
print-to-card. Electronic submission enables Airports to screen employees
much quicker. Once an electronic record is transmitted to the TSC, responses
typically come back same day; usually minutes – not weeks.

Traceability
NO MORE LOST CARDS! You have a full history of every record and can
rapidly find a single record amongst thousands and easily resubmit records to
TSC as needed.

Efficient Workflow
FingerPRO ID for TSC supports replication, which means employees can be
scanned once, but their record can be updated and use the fingerprint
images on file to resubmit the records in subsequent years. This saves time
and expedites the re-screening process.

Easy to Use Graphical User Interface
FingerPRO ID for TSC is extremely easy to use with nothing to memorize; has
no foot pedals; no annual calibration and is fast, reliable, and includes
everything you need to capture, encrypt, and transmit tenprint fingerprint
records to the TSA via the Transportation Security Clearinghouse (TSC).
This system can be used to capture multiple fingerprints in a single scan (4-42) and then segment the fingerprints into individual fields according to FBI
EBTS specifications.
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Features & Benefits





Exceptional Image Quality
System Specifications
Computer
 Windows 7 or 8.1 OS
 8G RAM / 500GB HD
 2.0GHz / i5 Processor or faster
 1-2 USB Ports
 Internet connection
Printer
 Lexmark MS810DN (only needed if printing
to card)











High quality fingerprint images with quality
checks and quality scoring
Supports Fingerprint Rolls & Flats or just Flats
(tenprint)
Save, Replicate and Delete Files Based on
Business Policy
Enterprise (Client-Server) Capable for connecting
multiple clients to a central database
Full History of Every Record
FBI Certified and Approved
Intuitive User Interface
Standalone and Client/Server Configuration
Fixed Station and Mobile Deployment
Print-to-Card or Electronic Submission Capable
File Encryption with User Authentication
Support for User Permissions & Roles
Powerful Search and Filter Tool

Warranty, Maintenance & Support




All hardware comes with a 1-Year Limited
Manufacturer’s Warranty. Extended Warranties
are available.
Software is sold with 1 year of SW Maintenance,
which includes minor and major updates and
enhancements.
Telephone and remote login support is provided
from our Mississippi headquarters during normal
business hours. We pride ourselves on providing
exceptional customer support!

Scanner/Reader
 Suprema RealScan G10
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